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GCSE Film Studies - Focus Film Factsheet

Submarine 
(2010, Ayoade, UK)
Component 2: Global Film; Narrative, 
Representation & Film Style

Focus Area
Film Style/Aesthetics

PART 1: Key Sequence(s) and 
timings and/or links 

Sequence 1
‘Opening Sequence’ 0.00 – 1.52
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8yXSVgCQ9Y4

Sequence 2
‘Two Weeks of Lovemaking’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cql1azh805E

PART 2: STARTING POINTS - Key Elements 
of Film Form (Micro Features) 

Cinematography (including Lighting)
• Mid Shot (MS) of Oliver during Sequence 1 

reflects his isolation and also introduces a blue 
colour motif which is prevalent throughout 
the ‘Prologue’ at which point Oliver has 
not yet met Jordana. The shots connote his 
isolation from society and the fact that we 
see his silhouette and not his face suggests 
he is a difficult and complex character.

• Sequence one also uses ‘pathetic fallacy’ 
to denote Oliver’s sombre mood.

• The film uses Oliver’s romanticised POV – how 
he views life either through rose-tinted spectacles 
(romance with Jordana) or in a sepia-tinged 
melancholy (homelife). These two colour motifs 
are represented very differently on screen.

Mise-en-Scène
• Heightened use of mise-en-scène and 

colour symbolism to convey themes – 
links to Melodrama where colour is used 
to emphasise moods and emotions.

• Jordana’s red coat has obvious symbolism as 
a dangerous siren as seen through Oliver’s 

(at times) distorted POV. When Oliver 
falls in love with Jordana, the colour motif 
of the film changes from blue to red.

• Much use of iconography from the Rom 
Com genre – lens flare, two shots, arc 
shots, natural lighting, selective focus.

Editing 
• Uses chapters and title cards to separate narrative 

into three chapters, drawing on many filmic 
influences including Almodovar, Tarantino.

• Jump cuts used in the ‘Under the Bridge’ 
sequence to reflect Jordana’s dominance.

• Sequence 2 uses a music video aesthetic and 
is filmed in a montage style to Alex Turner’s 
Hiding Tonight. The sequence uses home 
video/Super 8 footage in the film’s biggest 
nod to the style of French New Wave. The 
sequence is a rom-com genre trope, showing 
the happy couple at the height of their 
romance before the ‘disruption’ occurs.

Sound 
• Soundtrack by Alex Turner (of the Arctic 

Monkeys) who acts as a supplementary 
narrator to Oliver – singing the 
thoughts within Oliver’s head. 

• The use of Oliver’s narration, which 
directly addresses the audience and shares 
with them his innermost thoughts. In 
his real life he struggles to awkwardly 
communicate with everyone around him.

PART 3: STARTING POINTS - Contexts

Social 
• The film includes many progressive gender 

stereotypes, including the sensitive and overly 
emotional male (Oliver) as depicted in recent 
US Indie Romantic Comedy Films in character 
actors such as Michael Cera (Juno, Nick & 
Norah’s Infinite Playlist) and Jason Segel 
(Forgetting Sarah Marshall, I Love You Man).

• Jordana could be viewed as a strong female 
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character that goes against female teen/
romance archetypes. She is dominant, assertive 
and in control. She is reluctant to date Oliver 
and is motivated initially by revenge. Her 
appearance is unconventional for a female 
lead as she is not sexualised, she wears no 
make-up and is androgynous and quirky. 

• She seduces Oliver and is the aggressor. She 
could even be seen as a modern ‘femme fatale’.

• The film has a conventional ending 
which sees traditional gender stereotypes 
reinforced. As Oliver puts it – Jordana 
‘goes gooey’; becomes emotional and takes 
Oliver back despite his wrongdoings.

Historical 
• The film shows evolution of the teen genre 

and displays many similarities to a classic 
historical teen film such as The Breakfast 
Club. The film shares a high school 
setting, central teen romance, use of teen 
‘archetypes’ such as the nerd (Zoe), the 
geek (Oliver) and  the misfit (Jordana)

• Influenced by many historical periods/figures 
and visual styles. Shares many similarities 
with the work of Woody Allen – breaking the 
fourth wall, narcissistic narrator, self-delusion, 

an alternative (male) view of romance.
• Whilst Woody Allen’s romance films reflect 

gender differences in 1970’s with female 
dominance over men and men in crisis at the 
role reversal – this film has similar themes of 
changes in gender roles and female power.

• Look at French New Wave posters to see 
visual and narrative similarities (below).

PART 4: STARTING POINTS - Specialist 
Focus - Film Style/Aesthetics
• Draws influence from a contemporary American 

Indie movie aesthetic (i.e. Wes Anderson).
• Key style elements – use of colour 

motifs/symbolism; coloured 
‘chapters’; melodrama codes.

• Look at director Richard Ayoade in IT 
Crowd/his awkward star persona and how 
this may have impacted on his ‘signature’. 
Look at the trailer of or sequences from 
Ayoade’s  other film The Double starring 
Jesse Eisenberg for emerging signatures.

• Stylistic influences previously mentioned 
– French New Wave, Woody Allen, 
Tarantino, Almodovar, John  Hughes.


